B2B TRAVEL AGENCY SOFTWARE

FlightsLogic is revolutionary business to business (B2B) online travel agency software that yields
results for over many travel companies across the globe. Aggregation and distribution of inventory
through a steady travel management system is the way to making progress. Flightslogic has worked
with multiple API
providers of travel services, having integrated over 136 travel APIs across multiple services. The
FlightsLogic has been effectively utilized by B2B travel wholesalers, travel consolidators,
Destination Management Companies (DMCs) and Online Travel Agencies (OTAs) to streamline
online travel operations and drive exponential development. Our B2B solution is a powerful online
travel reservation system that has numerous business channels including a web booking engine,
versatile applications, and kiosk applications on tablets and the ability to redistribute inventory
through an API with XML functionality. Every one of these channels features developed
automation and business rationale from the pursuit stage to booking to booking the management
and support.
FlightsLogic multichannel B2B tour operator software is the first-since forever online travel
software for everyone including operators, sellers, and partners and all the more essentially,
customers additionally access the framework and handle their bookings. All the travel agencies can
access this smart b2b travel agency software anytime, anyplace from mobile or desktop. Now
enable your sales and marketing process for the better commitment of tour operators, merchants
and clients. With this automated and skillfully designed b2b software, tour operators can expand
their business development and client commitment. Get hold of this pioneering arrangement and
tackle all your day by day business hassles. Your group can spare time and spend it on progressively
productive activities to upgrade the business.
This B2B travel agency software gives the interactive b2b dashboard to simple use with the report
generation feature which will improve your work a lot. It offers all the features that any b2b travel
agency software for travel agents should have. This ultimate software gives you the facility of
putting individual login to each specialist/booker/establishment and last yet not the least to your
clients which makes this b2b software stand apart from another software for tour operators. The
other key highlights gave by this simple to utilize software are an extension to oversee agents
bookings, show accessibility in real-time mode, handle individual agent clients, manage selling
choices, tours estimate calculator, and so on. This b2b travel agency software solution makes a
consistent involvement in its ideal, comprehensive features expected to deal with your b2b
activities.
Why FlightsLogic?
Customized Travel Systems
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All travel software arrangements and OTA systems are bespoke improvements and explicitly
worked to cater every client's needs. FlightsLogic B2B travel portal solutions always guaranteed the
best framework & technology.
Net or commission rates
We can work with net rates, commission rates or direct rates or any such mixes at the same time
and create a travel site as per your business objectives.
SEO friendly travel portals
Our developers and designers produce travel agent site and its URL structures that are
SEO-friendly with the goal that web-based promoting efforts are perfect and simple to implement.
Capacity to grow your products or potentially benefits
Helpfully and possibly increment your product/service range within your OTA site and to in
accordance with market demands; for instance, destination-based travel sites, promotions, etc.
Secure online appointments
We generally to make a point to give a protected web based booking process inside our product
entrances and booking modules, strength incorporated with payment portal facilities. Our PGs
guaranteed to be PCI DSS compliant as well.
Easy inventory management
An easy to understand, inventory management with bed bank option is accessible to deal with your
direct agreements. Completely adaptable extraordinary offer management modules are accessible.
Low running expense
We ensure that the running expense of your online travel portal and Online Travel Agency site is
kept at the very least, alongside the support of fewer overheads as well.
Expandable and scalable system
We convey futuristic travel software solutions and web developments, powerful and versatile travel
portal software and system modules together with easy to understand route. As a travel portal
development company, we are always updated with our technology.
Travel agency software
We fabricated custom software applications for your travel organization. Our developers and UI
engineers have over many years of travel domain experience which we can guarantee you get the
best brains to provide you seamless applications with the latest & best technology available to date.
GDS integration
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GDS stands for Global Distribution System, as a specialized travel technology solution provider we
have in-depth experience of integrating any type of GDS suppliers and create custom online travel
agency solutions to our clients.
Creative travel websites
Our UI engineers are not just giving you eye-catching structures to your OTA site. We also will
make sure all sites are responsive and mobile-friendly, and users will have the best user experience
throughout the site.
Travel technology specialist
As a travel technology expert, we generally give the top of the line travel software systems and
solution for our customers. Our travel domain specialist consistently analyzes customer requirement
autonomously and give the most cost-effective solution and software platform to coordinate their
unique business needs.
Online travel technology
As an online travel technology provider FlightsLogic has come long way for last 9 years. We have
work with significant notable brands in the present market just as medium to fire up travel
organizations. Big or small we generally promised to give magnificent solutions and client support
throughout.
Travel technology solution
Online travel organizations and tour operators do have a furious challenge over the globe to be
successful. Our experienced travel software specialist is fully capable of developing custom software
applications specific to your business need using your preferred business logic to overcome your
challenges.
XML Integration Services
We have an in-depth understanding of working with significant travel software providers and travel
merchants at all corners of the globe. We provide the simplest integrations to more complex XML
API integration with the highest possibilities. Also, we can help guide & direct the best solutions
and supplier
vendors to match your commercial needs.
Travel portal widgets
Travel portal gadgets will help OTA organizations to turnaround country-specific or city-specific
travel OTA destinations in a shorter timeframe. Having full control over static pages, business
owners have will be able to manage and optimize their web pages to search engines.
You are able to decide what sales channel is the most profitable for your business and distribute
your travel products through your preferred ones: Agent login website, white-label or XML Out to
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sub-agents and corporate clients as well. Every one of these options will bring you significantly
more sales conceivable outcomes as our system furnishes you with an essential suite of instruments
through which your agents can build up their own sub-agents network in this manner permitting
the distribution of your products to a broader audience. Our solution is a custom and expandable
travel solution, which empower our client to improve their travel portal in part by part whenever
required. For example, to start with a travel portal can be developing with one travel service I.e.
Flights. Furthermore, the portal can be only integrated with one Flight GDS or Consolidator to
start with. But the later stage, if required we can add additional services or suppliers without
interrupting clients’ day to day business processes.
When deploying a solution to a new client, we always maintain two servers (production and life).
We always release finished modules, functionalities, new services or providers to live conditions just
when we complete our QA procedure and customer complete their testing procedure. Once the
client given all goes ahead we release our new build to the live environment. Hence we can
continually develop more services, integrate more suppliers or add new custom modules while the
customer is trading.
In the present market, OTAs (Online Travel Agencies) should be well ahead in the game as far as
rates as and compete to contend with the rest of the market. When it comes to flight reservations,
travelers always lookout for best deals and convenience when making their next flight reservation.
On the other hand, it is
essential to be able to present accurate and real-time flight information to the traveler to make an
informed decision with confidence. With years of experience in the travel and leisure technology
sector, we are fully capable of developing and designing such a system. Our flight portal solution is
completely adaptable and
ready to integrate with large numbers of service channels, for example, travel organizations, CRM
and ERP systems with their unique interfaces.
FlightsLogic is the main travel software development organization having long years of experience
with integrating complex Flight GDS and Consolidators through their XML APIs. We have
in-depth experience in creating different travel portal models, for example, B2C, B2B, B2B2C,
B2B2B, B2E, and corporate portals. Currently, we are providing our services globally. Our expert
knowledge in travel portal development can help make a travel relationship to make travel portal
software arrangements encouraged with flight booking engines, GDS and Non-GDS solutions. Our
developers already completed integrating supplier APIs such as Travelport UAPI, Amadeus, Galileo
GDS, and Sabre GDS, etc.
Multiple products integrated travel agency software
FlightsLogic solution is a custom and expandable travel solution, which enable our customer to
enhance their travel portal in phase by phase if required. For example, to start with a travel portal
can be developing with one travel service I.e. Flights. Furthermore, a portal can be only integrated
with one Flight GDS or
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Consolidator to start with. But the later stage, if required we can add additional services or suppliers
without interrupting clients’ day to day business processes. When deploying a solution to a new
client, we always maintain two servers (production and life). We generally discharge finished
modules, functionalities, new services or providers to live condition just when we complete our
QA procedure and customer complete their testing procedure. Once the clients given all go ahead
we release our new build to the live environment. Hence we can continually develop more
services, integrate more suppliers or add new custom modules while the customer is trading.
FlightsLogic is built on the belief that travel businesses should offer equal attention to staff, partners,
resellers, suppliers, and customers. The profile management framework enables administrators to
manage, make, delete and alter profiles for up-to-date accuracy. Review employee work logs, save
edit history for customer bookings, evaluate progress and track efficiency through FlightsLogic B2B
travel agency software. Keep up a full database of partner profiles including resellers and sub-agent
and review purchase history and appointments. Transfer inventory associated with chosen providers
and sellers and store all agreements for fast access.
Expand opportunities with our B2B travel agency software
Being a specialist in B2B travel agency software, FlightsLogic develops state-of-art software for
travel agencies. Appropriate for each need, we guarantee that your business gets simplified with our
scope of effective software solutions. As a travel software agency, we assist you in building up OTA
without GDS or API. Our booking system for your travel agency is designed to ensure
responsiveness across all major platforms such as a desktop computer, laptop computer, tablet, and
mobile phone.
We additionally have an option for you to pick the payment passage in our B2B Travel Agency
Software alongside an administrator dashboard that can be adjustable! With such features, we
demonstrate why we remain the top travel agent software in London and across significant urban
areas internationally. We
have opened ways to various opportunities that guarantee your travel agency gets more leads and
potential transformations with our software.
Building Trust with Travel Agency Software
We take customer relationships with utmost sincerity and due to this reason we have been
successful in developing strong B2B bonds. This likewise reaches out to our travel agencies who
wish to assemble a solid online relationship with their customers and consumers. Ensuring the best
deals, easy monitoring and easy to use functionalities, our travel B2B software works wonders for
travel agencies as we build the best software for travel agencies. This likewise helps in keeping up a
loyal base and proceeding with the progress bar for our customers. As we take pride in being the
best software for travel agency for each travel agent, our fan base has been expanding at a very fast
pace.
FlightsLogic world-class software for travel agency allows you to operate your daily activations
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along with tracking consumer leads. We also provide an in-depth analysis for you to track your
customer’s habits. So directly from when the person visits the travel organization portal to shutting
the site, our online management system tracks the session and gives a detailed report for your
analysis and future reference.
Guaranteed quality of our Travel Software for Your Agency
FlightsLogic fulfill all the expectations required by every travel agency in their respective software.
Our esteemed panel of experts has decades of experience in the IT and travel software sector and
work tirelessly before launching any product in the market. Care is also taken for testing the
software only to ensure that there are zero defects in our services. To enjoy our booking system,
reach out to us for giving a lucrative push to your travel agency with our software today by
creating software that your travel agency deserves.
for more visit https://www.flightslogic.com/
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